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An algorithm for solving linear differential equations (DEsl by Walsh
functions(WFs)is prOpoSed. In this algorithm, the solutions are given by partial

integrals of Walsh series of derivatives of the solutiolls.Consequently,the solutions

are determined in a form of pieceヽ vise■ inear approximation(PWLA)by means Of fast

algorithms of inverse Walsh transfoms ln this approach,the accuracy of the solu‐

tions is improved and hence the nulnber of computations is reduced greatly,compared

、vith that of the conventional stairstep approximations for the same order of the

approxilnations of the solutions.
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Introduction

Wa■sh functions(WFs)have been applied to many fie■ ds of engineering be―

cause of their significant computationa■  advantages[■ ]′ [2].  In app■ ications

of WFs to solution of differentia■  equations(DES)′  adVantage is taken of the
fact that operations of integration in prob■ em systems are reduced to algebra■ c

operations through the so ca■ ■ed operationa■  matrェx for integration.  In the

conventional Wa■ sh approttch, the so■ utions can be obtained by solving matrix

equations and then expressed in the form of stairstep approximation[3],[4].

In genera■ , the so■utions of DEs are given/defined in a continuous form.  Hence
to ■mprove the accuracy of the Walsh approx■ mations′  many terms in Walsh serェ es

expansェon to the so■ utions are needed.  As a consequence, computations usェ ng

matrix of a ■arge size are performed and this also necessitates a ■arge memory

capacity.

To overcome such a difficu■ ty, as we have a■ ready oescribed in the so■ u―

tions of ■inear DEs by rationa■ized Haar functions[5], we propose to express

the so■utions in a form of piecewise― ■inear approximation(PWLA).  For this pur―

Pose, we expand first derivatives of the so■ utions of the prob■em equations into
Wa■ sh series with unknown coefficients.  When the unknown coefficェ ents are ob―

ta■ ned by the matrix computations, the■ r so■ utions in a form of PWLA can be
determined by means of fast Wa■ sh transformations effic■ ent■ y.  In this approach′

the accuracy of the so■utions is improved great■ y compared with that of the

conventiona■  sta■rstep approx■ mation.  This saves a good dea■  of time and memorブ

locations in matrix computations in the conventiona■  wa■ sh approach.

2。  wa■ sh Functions and Their lntegra■ s in Terms of Time Variab■ e

Wa■sh functions(WFs) fortt an ordered orthonorma■  set of rectangu■ ar wave―

forms taking only two va■ ues +■  and -1.  Like the sine― cosine functions, two

arguments are requ■ red for comp■ ete definition, a time t and an ordering number

i re■ ated to frequency in some way,  Put the sequency― ordered WF to Wa■ (17t)[■ ]'

[2].  The first four WFs are Shown in Fige ■.  As for the WT system, we have

the orthogona■ ity re■ ation as
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Fig. ■.  The first four Wa■ sh
functions.
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Fig。  2.  Integra■  waveforms of the
first four Wa■ sh Functions.

the first

where tk=kT/N′  tk+l=(k+・ )T/N′ k=0, 1′  .....′  N― ■, N=2n, n=■ , 2′

i=9, |, ・・・・, N―■, and p=o, ■, ......, N-1.  Integral waveforms for
four WFs are shown in Fig. 2.

y‖ (t) + 2ty'(t)= 0,   0 く t く T,

y'(0)= 2/7年  and y(o)= o.

So■ ution of Linear Differentia■  Equations by Walsh Functions

As a so■ ution of linear DEs by wFs, we consider the f。 1■Owing equation in
which the so■ utions are cal■ ed as the error flinction :

れ
>  (3)
プ

For expressing the so■ ution of (3) in a form of PwLA, we eXpand the first de―
rivative y!(t)into a truncated wa■ sh series with unknown coefficients cr′  e・ i°

'N―■
yЧ t)ど

r三 oGrWa■
(r′ th工 f the coeffiCients{Gr}'r=0,1,… …wN―■′are

written as G = [GO, ...′  Gr' ・・・・ ' CN―■
Jr y(t)of (3)is expressed by (GD+Y)0,

Where D denotes an N XN operatiOna■  matrix for integration as shown in Figs. 3
and 4P and ● denotes the transpose of the vector tWa■ (o,t), ......′  Wal〈 Ы―■,t)]
[3]′ [4].  Also Y shows an initia■  va■ ue vector of N compOnents, Y = [y(0)′  0,..
...′  0].  Besides y‖ (t)。f (3)can be expressed in a matrix form using the in―
verse of the matrix D, D~1, which may be regarded as an operationa■  matrix fOr
differentiatiOn, as (G― Y!)D~・0(see Figs. 5 and 6), where DX D~・  = E▼ E denotes
an N X N identity matrェ x.  Y: denotes a vectOr of N components for corresponding

tO yi(0)where Y・  = [y'(0), 0′  ...., 0]●

with these relationsf equation(3)can be transfOrmed into a matrix equa―

tion as

(G― Y:)D~・ +2 GDt蛍  0 (4)
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Fig. 3.  A matrix D。
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00000
00000
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Fig. 4. The matrix D for N=8.
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Fig. 6.  The matrix D~・ for N=8.

where Dt is an N x N matrix determined by a Walsh series expansion of t, 1.e。
,

Dt= [Dt(i,う )]′  and itS matrix elements are given as
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Fig. 7.  A numerica■  examp■ e of Dt for N=8.

G(D~・ + 2Dt)=Y'D~・ (6)

Equation (6) repreSents simu■ taneous ■inear equations with respect to unknown

coefficients cr   Values of Gr  an be determined by means of a numerical method

of ■inear equations.

Upon using the numerica■  va■ues of G in (6), so■utions of (3)can be ex―
pressed in a form of piecewise― ■inear approximation such that

y(t)g Akt + Bk'  tk tt t < tkキ
1                                       (7)

k = 0, ■, ....● ●′ N― ■.

where
N― ■

Ak = r二
OGrWa■

(r, tk),

上 =尋
拠静 拠静

工 儡 pT/Nl― kЩ 身 甲 ]+メ 嚇

Also, at the equa■ ―space points tk ( = kT/N), we have

y(tk)= Aktk + Bk

>  (3)

(CoeffiCients Ak and Bk are detai■ ed in the reference [6].)。   Va■ ues of Ak
Bk are given in Table ■, where N=8 and O<tく 2.  With va■ ues of Ak and Bk,

(9)

and

the so■ utions y(t)can be obtained as seen in Fig. 8 in a form of PwLA.  In Fig。

8r numerica■ values of y(t) is drawn with its stairstep approximation.
'Other examp■ es of the so■ utions are shown in Table 2 with their numerica■

resu■ ts of Figs。  9 and 10, where the numerica■  so■ utions are p■ otted with their

true values, respective■y,  Further, these numerical so■ utions yie■ d the Dawson
integra■ and the Bessel functions 」0(t)and J.(t), reSpective■ y.
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Tab■e ■。  Numerica■  Va■ ues of
Gr' Ak and Bk for the

error function.
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Fig. 8。
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in forms of PWLA and Stair―
step approximation and their
corresponding errors, respec―
tive■y.

N=8,0く t(2

Tab■e 2.  Examples of Different Differentia■  Equations.

y(t)

Dヽ fferential Equations

y: -1 +2ty=0 ★

y(0)=0

t2y‖ +ty:十 (t2_n2)y=0 ■★

y:(0)=yb andメ 0)=y0

G=K(E+2DDt)~1

K=[1,0,0,....,0]

G=『 D~lDt2~YDt2_n2)(D~lDt2+Dt Ⅲ DOt2_n2)~1

Y:=[y:(0),0,0,...,0]

Y =Ey(0),0,0,_...,0]

Dt2_n2 = Dt2-n2E

Solutions are cal■ ed as the Dawson integra■  and the Besse■
functions respectively.
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Fig. 9。   Numerica■  so■ utions of
y'(t)+2ty(t)― ■=0, y(0)=0,
N=16 and O くt<2.

Fig。  ■0。
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±:! n=・
:y'(0)=■ /2 and y(0)

4.  Discussion

In the PwLA of the solution′  va■ ues of the approximations, in princip■ e,

equa■ the theoretica■  so■ utions at the equal■ y spaced points tk′  k=0' 1, ...,
N―■[5].  Hence, the approximation yie■ ds inscribed―  and/or Circumscribed―  ones.
In this approximation, maximum magnitudes of the errors can be estimated as

き申
21ゴ 任)lmaxttЬ where lガ ⑪

 lmax den°
tes the maximum absolute va■ ue ofゴ ω

within the defined interva■ .  Thus the error caused by this method is reduced

at the rate of 
呉

|:;||:|!|:i COmpared With that by the stairstep approximation′
W4ere ly](t)lmax den°tes the maximum absolute value of  y!(t)within the de―
fined interval.

As for the so■ utions of the equation : y"(t)+ 2ty'(t)= 0, y'(0)= 2/7T′
y(0)= 0, N = 8 and Ottt(2′  errors caused by their piecewise― ■inear―  and stair…

step―  approximations are less than O.0■ 26 and O,■ 368, respective■ y(see Fig. 8)。

In this example, the necessary order of the stairstep approximation correspond―

ing to the accuracy of PWLA for N = 8 is estimated as 27 = .28.  Hence, this

serves to reduce the number of computations greatly in the conventiona■  Wa■ sh
approach with a litt■ e additiona■  computational procedures of fast a■ gorithms
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of inverse Walsh transforms.

5。  concluSions

So■ utions of ■inear DES have been expressed in a form of piecewise― ■inear
approximatiOn(PWLA).  From the view point of expression of the so■ utions, this
a■ gorithm is different from that of the conventiona■  wa■ sh approach.  This a■ go中

rithm serves to reduce greatly the number of computations requェ red in that
Wa■ sh approach for the s3me orderiof the approx■ mations to thё  so■ utions.
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